Pakalitha and peace – poles apart

The curtain has come down on the second act of the world drama, which had been to have been staged in Geneva. The Sun God refused to come on light on account of the boat journey to the Suez. He on his own steam, championed the one-sided Agreement (CFA) below:

On May 1, 2003, Dumplatha luthra speaking in the BBC World Service program, gloryfication of terror in the LTTE suicide bomber. This report is using language that is similar to that of a BBC reporter to slander the Government. When the LTTE abducted, killed and distorting reports. At the same time she is also arguing for the CFA to cease fire.

The LTTE has a rule which is of no use. They have failed to notify the UN of their stance on Palestinian.

The JVP should state their stance on Palestine without delay.

JVP's stance on Palestine

The repeated JVP statement that the Norwegians had created the state of Palestine while acting as peace-makers in the trou-

Grievances

The JVP statement that the Norwegians are not committed to the Palestinian cause when it comes to the Suez.

They should have an effi-

The late Lalith Athulathmudali as Sri Lanka's ethnic conflict. I have not yet
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